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Chapter X 
General discussion 

Transmyocardial revascularisation has been surrounded with controversy from the very 
first beginning. After the first description of transmyocardial channel creation as a 
method of myocardial revascularisation, published by Sen and colleagues in 1965 [16], 
it did not take long for the first report contesting this myocardial revascularisation 
method to appear. In this 1969 publication, Pifarre and colleagues concluded that 
myocardial revascularisation by transmyocardial acupuncture (as it was called at the 
time) was a physiologic impossibility [23]. The discussion between TMR-believers and 
non-believers has continued throughout the 35 years that the treatment has been used 
and investigated. The fact that, today, it is still often described as an 'experimental 
treatment' for angina pectoris emphasises that the debate is long from over. Two major 
points of discussion prevail. The first is whether TMR is capable of significantly 
reducing severe angina pectoris for a sustained period of time and the second is the 
ongoing uncertainty about the working mechanism. 

Clinical efficacy 
Throughout the years, the evidence on the clinical efficacy (i.e. the reduction of 

angina) has been very strong. Although it has been claimed in the literature that 
reduction of angina is particularly accomplished when using the CO2 laser, studies 
comparing the efficacy of different lasers are lacking and in this thesis we found an 
equally impressive reduction of angina following XeCl excimer TMLR (described in 
chapter IX-A). Since CO2 (and Ho:YAG) lasers have a different mechanism of tissue 
destruction than excimer lasers (see chapter II), the comparable clinical results indicate 
that the TMLR-induced reduction of anginal symptoms is much less wavelength-
specific than anticipated. The most important clinical implication of this finding is that 
the choice of lasers for TMLR can be made from simple considerations, such as 
technical practicality and costs. For comparison, the price of a C 0 2 laser for TMLR is 
approximately € 350,000 versus approximately € 320,000 for a Ho:YAG-TMLR laser 
and approximately € 150,000 for an excimer-TMLR laser (as, at the time of writing this 
chapter, the Euro is worth more than the US dollar, prices in S are slightly higher). 

When considering the positive results in anginal reduction, the question arises why 
TMLR still is not a generally accepted treatment for angina pectoris and why the interest 
in the technique has decreased quite drastically in the past three years (indicated by the 
annual number of publications as shown in figure 1 of chapter II). One of the answers to 
this question may lie in the publication of the second randomised TMLR trial. Up until 
1999, the interest in TMR had risen steadily. Even though the working mechanism was 
still under investigation and had not been elucidated, TMR was a 'hot' item. Then, in 
1999, the second randomised clinical trial was published in the Lancet by Schofield and 
colleagues [154]. Although their results showed significant and impressive relief of 
angina (see chapter VI), the absence of more objective improvements, i.e. in myocardial 
perfusion and exercise time, in combination with a difference in mortality (which 
however was non-significant), led them to conclude that TMLR could not be advocated. 
This was the first clinical paper questioning the objective benefits of TMLR and 
unfortunately its very negative conclusion, which in our opinion did not represent the 
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General discussion 

actual results, strongly tempered the general mood of excitement. This publication has 
probably changed the perception of many clinicians towards TMLR. Even though 4 
different randomised clinical studies showed very good results shortly after, we believe 
that the general interest and belief in TMLR was severely decreased due to the negative 
conclusion of Schofield and colleagues. 

A much debated point of consideration on the clinical efficacy of TMLR is the 
relevance of the placebo effect. Fuelled by the absence of (reproducible) effects of 
TMLR on perfusion, some believe that the improvement is mainly due to the placebo 
effect. Indeed, the fact that TMLR is an option for patients who thought they were all 
out of options makes them very anxious to feel better after the treatment, thus 
introducing a placebo bias. Furthermore, anecdotal evidence of clinical improvement in 
patients who only received a thoracotomy or sternotomy without further treatment has 
been described in the past. The extent of these effects will probably never be fully 
known since it is impossible to perform a sham operation in a fully blinded TMLR 
study. Despite these explanations, in our opinion the clinical improvement cannot be 
fully explained by the placebo effect. Although it is likely that it has some effect on the 
clinical outcome, we believe that this is a short-term effect and that the long-term relief 
of angina which has been reported after TMLR [147] cannot be ascribed to placebo. 

Working mechanism 
Another reason for the declining interest in TMLR is undoubtedly the continuing search 
for definite proof of mechanism, an aim which was also an important part of this thesis. 
Dismissing the original hypothesis of direct perfusion, angiogenesis and denervation 
have been the main hypotheses for several years. These 2 hypotheses follow completely 
different paths, the first being focussed on the healing response after TMLR while the 
second is mainly focussed on the destruction induced by TMLR. In the literature both 
hypotheses have been presented with supporting as well as contrasting results. 

Angiogenesis 
For the angiogenesis hypothesis, perfusion has been a major point of discussion. In 
experimental research, angiogenesis and perfusion results appear to be well correlated 
(see chapter II). Almost all experimental studies (including the one described in this 
thesis in chapter V) have described evidence of some angiogenic responses to TMR, 
which are likely part of a normal healing response to the inflicted injury. Increased 
perfusion has been observed 4 weeks and longer after treatment, which can be attributed 
to the time needed for new vessels to grow. In human studies however, angiogenesis and 
perfusion results do not show such a good correlation. Although angiogenesis has been 
observed in several human post-mortem reports, including the one described in this 
thesis (chapter VII), increases in (subjective) myocardial perfusion have not been so 
consistent. Only one out of six randomised studies, including the one described in this 
thesis (chapter IX-A), reported a significant increase in perfusion after TMLR. 

Unfortunately, this discrepancy has overshadowed the impressive (more subjective) 
clinical improvements and it may be worthwhile to consider whether the need for hard 
evidence of increased perfusion to define treatment success of TMLR is justified. 
Besides the fact that the amount of anginal pain does not linearly correlate to the amount 
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Chapter X 
of ischaemia, the method of assessment of perfusion is a point of consideration. 
Currently, the gold standard is myocardial perfusion scintigraphy which clearly displays 
changes in myocardial perfusion after for instance coronary angioplasty and coronary 
bypass surgery. However, the clear changes following these treatments may have 
generated expectations for TMLR-induced changes in perfusion which are far too high. 
In coronary angioplasty and bypass surgery, epicardial arteries with a diameter of 
several mm are either reopened or replaced. When successful, these techniques provide 
a significant increase in perfusion which can clearly be visualised with myocardial 
perfusion scintigraphy. In TMLR however, the hypothesised increase in myocardial 
blood flow is accomplished through a completely different mechanism. Instead of 
epicardial vessels with a diameter of several mm which are reopened or grafted in PTCA 
or CABG. a TMLR induced increase in perfusion, if any, would have to be 
accomplished by much smaller vessels with a diameter of < 100 urn (see chapter V). 
Furthermore, the latter vessels can not accomplish nearly as much reperfusion as a 
grafted, dottered or stented coronary artery since, due to their location, they are not 
connected to a complete myocardial area as are the epicardial arteries. Therefore, the 
increase in perfusion is expected to be much smaller and may not be visible on perfusion 
scintigraphy. However, considering that angina pectoris occurs relatively late in the 
cascade of events following an ischaemic insult, it can be hypothesised that although an 
increase in perfusion may be too small to be detected by perfusion scintigraphy, it may 
be sufficient to decrease the severity of an ischaemic insult to below the level of 
sensitisation of cardiac nociceptors. Therefore, we hypothesise that even when a clear 
increase in myocardial perfusion on scintigraphy is not observed, angiogenesis may still 
play a role in anginal relief following TMLR. 

Denervation 
Denervation as a mechanism of anginal pain reduction following TMLR has been much 
less investigated than angiogenesis. Experimental studies have reported conflicting 
results and it has been difficult to draw a definite conclusion based on these results. 
However, in the clinical denervation study described in this thesis (chapter VIII) clear 
evidence for TMLR-induced local myocardial denervation was observed in all 
investigated patients. These patients also experienced significant relief of angina and 
improved quality of life, suggesting a correlation between local changes in innervation 
and symptomatic status. Another observation which seems to point to the denervation 
hypothesis is that many patients who are treated with TMLR experience relief of angina 
within days after the treatment. This cannot be explained by the angiogenesis hypothesis 
since it takes some time for the new vessels to grow. However, it does correlate with the 
quickly induced damage on which the denervation hypothesis is based. The denervation-
evidence seems even more convincing when the results of TMLR are compared with 
PMR results. While randomised TMLR studies have unanimously reported significant 
clinical benefit, recent clinical PMR studies have reported disappointing results in 
angina relief [179]. Furthermore, experimental PMR studies [222] have reported 
negligible effects on denervation (see also chapter II). PMR not only causes much less 
myocardial damage due to non-transmural penetration, but the relatively large bundles 
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of epicardially located nerve fibres are also unaffected. This supports denervation as a 
likely explanation for the observed decrease of anginal symptoms following TMLR. 

Conclusion 
Clinical efficacy 
When considering the first aim of this thesis, i.e. to investigate the clinical efficacy of 
XeCl excimer TMLR for the treatment of severe angina pectoris, we can conclude that 
TMLR using a XeCl excimer laser is highly effective in relieving angina pectoris and 
improving quality of life, at least up to 12 months. Whether the long-term results 
(> 1 year follow up) of XeCl excimer TMLR are also as good as reported for the CO2 
laser has to be awaited. 

Working mechanism 
Considering the second aim of this thesis, i.e. to gain insight into angiogenesis and 
denervation as possible working mechanisms of TMLR, experimental and clinical 
evidence do not correspond well. The experimental evidence for the angiogenesis 
hypothesis consists of almost uniformly observed high vascular density in the TMLR 
channel scars (likely due to a nonnal healing response to the injury, see chapter V), as 
well as some evidence of increased perfusion. Clinically however, the only evidence is 
the angiogenesis observed in and around channel scars at post-mortem investigations. 
Although experimental denervation evidence is present, it has also been contested in 
animal studies (see chapter II). Currently, only 2 studies (including the one described in 
chapter VIII) have clinically assessed denervation and both found evidence of 
myocardial denervation after TMLR. Furthermore, the rapid clinical improvement 
observed in some TMLR patients can be explained by denervation. In conclusion, based 
on the experimental evidence no definite conclusion can be drawn. However, clinically 
there is currently more evidence for the denervation hypothesis than for the angiogenesis 
hypothesis (and perhaps the treatment should therefore be referred to as transmyocardial 
laser denervation). 

Several interesting research options remain to further clarify the working mechanism. 
In our opinion, this should mainly be clinically oriented. One interesting option that is 
currently indicated is a controlled denervation study, which would contribute to the 
clinical evidence. Another option is to further investigate whether a possible small 
increase in perfusion (too small to be detected with SPECT or PET) is present after 
TMLR and whether this could account for the decrease in angina. Other assessment 
methods such as contrast magnetic resonance imaging may be useful for this purpose in 
the future. 

Implications 
In our opinion the most important implication of this thesis can be drawn from the 
denervation study described in chapter VIII. With the presented evidence, it might be 
questioned whether TMLR should be the first choice to treat severe refractory angina. 
Although clinical efficacy has been clearly demonstrated for CO2, Ho:YAG, and now 
also for excimer TMLR, all randomised clinical trials on TMLR vs. medication show a 
slightly higher (mainly peri-operative) mortality in the TMLR groups. Although this 
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Chapter X 
mortality was non-significantly different from controls (medication) in all randomised 
studies, the operative risk of TMLR should be weighed carefully in each individual 
patient. In some cases, it may therefore be more suitable to first try less invasive 
therapeutic options which also intervene in the nervous system (such as spinal cord 
stimulation). If these options prove not to be effective, then, in our opinion, TMLR is a 
valuable alternative. Unfortunately, since the described treatments are not widely used 
and accepted, clinical experience in the treatment of refractory angina is often limited to 
very few (if any) treatment options per medical centre. With this in mind, and with the 
observation that the number of patients with refractory angina is increasing, it would be 
beneficial to have medical centres which specialise in the treatment of refractory angina. 
If these centres would have the knowledge and skill to offer several treatment options, 
this would not only be beneficial to the patients (each patient can receive the treatment 
most suitable for his / her specific situation) but also provide the possibility of further 
research in comparing the efficacy of the different options. 

As a final note, it seems unfortunate that mechanistic uncertainty can be a limiting 
factor in the acceptance of a therapy which has been shown to be clinically effective. 
This is not exclusive for TMLR but has been the case for several other 'experimental' 
therapies showing good clinical results (such as spinal cord stimulation). On the other 
hand there are also many examples of therapies which have been clinically accepted 
while the scientific knowledge of their working mechanism is incomplete. Apparently, 
the maturation of a therapy from 'experimental' to "accepted' is not only based on 
evidence of efficacy and the scientific understanding of its working mechanism. In the 
case of TMLR, this probably means that despite the demonstrated relief of angina, the 
treatment will not be fully accepted until the mechanistic questions have been answered 
sufficiently. 

However, despite the unquestionable importance of practicing evidence based 
medicine, the primary aim should be the health of the patient, especially in end-stage 
diseases such as severe refractory angina pectoris. After all, from the patients' 
perspective, relief from anginal symptoms is the primary concern and understanding the 
underlying working mechanism is much less important. Perhaps it is in the best interest 
of these patients if this perspective would be shared by the treating physicians. In the 
end, the most important point is that it has been scientifically proven that patients with 
severe refractory angina can benefit from TMLR and that therefore, with carefull 
consideration of the operative risks, this treatment should not be withheld. 
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